Tone Systems in New Guinea
MARK DONOHUE

Abstract
After a short survey of cxisting classificatory Scheines for tonal languages,
tonal Information from representative langnages in the New Guinea area is
examined, illustrating many ofthe complicated tonal pattcrns encounlered.
Different classes of tonal behaviour are identified on the basis ofthe domain
of tonal contrast, rather than the shape ofthe tones (äs in earlier analyses).
Other grammatical or arealfeatures that correlate with thepresence ofthese
different classes oftone Systems are identified, and a classificatory scheme is
proposed to handle the ränge of data. Because of the behaviour of some
"intermediate" languages, a continuum of tonal Variation is proposed, rather
than afinite number ofdiscrete categories.
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1. Introduction

This paper is intended to provide an argument for the usefulness of a
means of distinguishing tonal Systems through syntagmatically varying
factors. The argument is built on the examination of data on tonal
phenomena found in the New Guinea area.1 The choice of New Guinea
äs the source of most of the data presented is motivated by the fact that
all the different kinds of typologically relevant tone Systems occur in this
one area, äs well äs the fact that data from this part of the world is only
poorly known. It thus serves the dual need of highlighting the presence
of tonal Systems in New Guinea and offering a new approach to the
typological classification of tonal Systems.
The classificatory approach advocated here argues that not only the
paradigmatic appearance of a tonal System (which and how many tone
contrasts), but also the syntagmatic aspects of the System, that is, the
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relationship of the tonal contrast to the word äs a whole, need to be
considered when evaluating the function of tone in a language. For
example, using terminology that will be fully explained in the following
sections, a language described äs having contrasting pitch properties on
words of two syllables, for instance two words distinguished by their
pitches contrasting äs High-Low versus Low-High, could be manifesting
a pitch-accent, word-tone, or syllable-tone System; without more detail
this cannot be determined, and the classification of the language remains
in doubt. An example of the importance of this can be seen from the
1
Interpretation, justified by an examination of a wide body of data in each
language, of just such High-Low vs. Low-High contrasts represented by
bgoda andpgado in Sikaritai (3.1.1), tuhi andpiku in Kairi (3.2.1), bita
and bita in Una (3.3.1), keno and keno in Fasu (4.2), äs representing
quite different phonological Systems.
1.1.

Tone vs. stress

Whereas all languages use pitch2 to some degree in either their phonemic
or Intonation Systems, there is a difference between these various uses. A
non-tonal language uses pitch only to signal Intonation (see, amongst
others, Cruttenden 1982). A further use of pitch is to signal the stressed
syllable in non-tonal languages, such äs English, in which it is well known
that the primary acoustic correlate of stress is fundamental frequency
movement, followed by radiated amplitude and duration. There is a
difference, however, between the pitch movements associated with the
"accented" syllable in English stress on the one band and Isirawa
(Kwerba stock, northern Irian Jaya; Oguri & Erikson 1975) pitch-accent
or Obokuitai (Lakes Plain, Irian Jaya; Jenison & Jenison 1991) tone on
the other. We can contrast the following pairs, the first two of which
show lexical items differentiated only by pitch differences between the
first and second syllables:
English
'increase (noun)
irtcrease (verb)

Isirawa
'topa 'tree roots'
to'pa 'bow (weapon)'

Obokuitai
'sotde 'bird species'
tib'duk 'bird species'

All of these languages have one word "stressed" on the first syllable and
another on the second. The difference is that in Isirawa and Obokuitai
the first syllable of the word will always display a higher pitch than the
second in the first example (topa, sotde), and in the second example
always a higher pitch on the second syllable of than on the first (topä,
tibduk). In English, however, the relative pitch heights are dependent on
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the Intonation contour associated with the utterance containing the
words, and the illocutionary force assigned to the sentence. The stressed
syllable is simply the one in which pitch movement takes place, but the
direction or height of that pitch is not lexically specified. A detailed
acoustic and phonological discussion of the differences between stress
Systems and pitch-accent Systems can be found in Beckman (1986).
The historical differences between stress languages and pitch-accent
ones may not be äs great äs has often been thought. The origins of some
simple tone Systems may lie in the formalisation of the pitch diiferences
inherent from an old stress System; by this I mean that a stress System
has through general speech trend formalised the acoustic manifestation
of its phonological feature of stress äs a pitch movement or target that
is constant in different intonational environments, with a corresponding
loss of the emphasis placed on the use of amplitude and lengthening äs
acoustic cues. The presence of words previously differentiated only by
stress would then add strength to the developing use of pitch to signal
lexical differences.
1.2. Previous classifications of tonal Systems
There have not been many attempts to formulate a typology of tonal
Systems, only four significantly different divisions being widespread. The
first of these, äs will be seen, reflect the concern that tone languages show
contrasts at the syllable level (though K. Pike is not wholly unbending
in his exclusion of other language types). Only the remarks applicable to
this paper will be presented here; for a fuller account of each classification
System, the reader is referred to the original articles.
1.2.1. K. Pike
The first detailed treatment of tonal phenomena is K. Pike's (1948)
division of tonal Systems into contour tones, where there is generally
significant movement in pitch associated with the tones, represented by
the tone languages of East Asia, and register tones, where the absolute
pitch is important and tonal movement is not a significant factor, äs
exemplified by many languages of Central America and West Africa. He
restricts himself to the languages which show contrastive pitch at the
syllable level: "In this book, however, the syllable type of tönerne must
be present for a language to be labelled tonal" (1948: 5). Later (Pike &
Warkentin 1975) he acknowledges the existence of tone languages in
which a low lexical load is placed on'tone, but which use tone patterns
at the word level for grammatical purposes.
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1.2.2. Wurm
Wurm (1954) divides the class of possibly tonal languages into three:
tonal, semi-tonal, and non-tonal languages. The last of these categories
need not concern us here, other than to note that Wurm follows Pike
closely when he states that in a non-tonal language "no syllable tones
are met with" (1954: 699). The first of his categories he divides into two:
real tonal and quasi-tonal languages. A "real tonal language" is one
in which
the tones a) are inherent parts of each syllable and not parts of the phrase
melodies, b) have no independent meanings of their own, c) are contrastive,
d) are unchangeable or change according to definite principles, e) are not
correlated with another suprasegmental element such äs stress and/or length.
(1954: 697)
r

It is apparent that Wurm's criteria reflect a reduced Pikean approach:
the tone must be assigned to the syllable, must not be of its own accord
meaningful (äs is the case in several tonal languages which have a morpheme signalled by a tone alone). The emphasis on contrastive (i.e.
lexical) function comes out (äs per Pike 1948: 3).
1.2.3. Welmers
Welmers (1959), in a short article, criticised the sharp schism that K. Pike
proposed äs the basis of his classification. Welmers also proposed a new
definition of tone languages: "a tone language is a language in which
both pitch phonemes and segmental phonemes enter into the composition
of at least some morphemes" (1959: 2). The origins of this definition can
be clearly seen in Welmers' work in African languages. The more polysyllabic languages of Africa, some with extensive affixing morphology, lead
to a definition in which a language may be tonal even though not every
syllable is capable of carrying its own distinctive tone.
1.2.4. E. Pike
In the only discussion other than Wurm's specifically making reference
to the languages of New Guinea, E. Pike (1964) describes the pitch
Systems in the languages in her survey thus:
At least three types of tone Systems are found in the Highlands: (1) a
syllable-tone System with the tones high, low, falling, and rising; (2) a
syllable-tone System with the tones high and low; (3) a word-tone System
with contrastive tone on the stressed syllable only. (1964: 125)
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The first two of these types are basically the "complex" and the "simple"
tone System, easily recognisable from Welmers' and K. Pike's work. The
word-tone type is a radical departure from these first two, and from the
earlier classification by K. Pike, in that the domain of the tonal contrast
is not the syllable, äs in the first two, but the whole word. E. Pike, then,
follows Welmers in recognising that the many languages that use pitch
lexically can also be classified äs tone languages, even though not each
syllable is tonally contrastive.
The important innovation introduced by Welmers and E. Pike was to
acknowledge Systems that are SYNTAGMATICALLY oriented; the terraced
Systems of Welmers and the word-tone System of E. Pike depend on the
structure of the whole word for their realisation to be effected, and cannot
be simply assigned to a slot in a paradigmatic chart.
1.2.5. Wang
Wang (1967) discussed mainly a System aimed at categorising the phonological features of tone, rather than the typological Variation to be found
amongst tone languages. Wang's characteristics of different sorts of tonal
languages are thus based on the function that they perform in the languages, and not on the form that they take.
1.2.6. McCawley
McCawley (1978), addressing the question of what constitutes a tone
language, talks about the differences between Japanese, "a prototype for
the notion pitch-accent System", and Mandarin Chinese, "a textbook case
of a true tonal System" (emphases original). Following this, he discusses
languages (exemplifying with data from western Japanese dialects and
two Bantu languages, Ganda and Kikuyu) intermediate between these
two Systems, concluding that the difference between the two types characterises "stages of derivations rather than whole languages" (1978: 128),
and that there is not äs great a difference between the two types äs has
been assumed (unless a much more abstract analysis in terms of pitch
movements is adopted).
1.3.

Characteristics oftone in the New Guinea area

There has been to date only one comparison of tonal phenomena found
in the languages of the New Guinea area, viz. Wurm (1954), and that
referred to only a fraction of the variety of tonal Systems to be found.
One of the few works to address the issue based on a large sample of
data is E. Pike's study (1964) of the different types of tonal Systems to
be found in some of the languages of the Highlands of New Guinea.
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Dutton (1973: 499) recognises the presence of tone in the western areas
of Papua when he writes that "äs one moves inland into the Ok, AwinPare, Highlands, Pawaian and Angan languages tone and nasalisation
become more important".
In Foley (1986), the phenomenon of pitch and tone in Papuan languages is largely dismissed:
on the whole these [tonal Systems] seem better analysed äs pitch-accent
Systems rather than äs genuine tonal Systems. The vast majority of such
Papuan languages have a single contrast between high and low tone, and
this suggests a pitch-accent System with a contrast between accented syllables
and unaccented ones. (1986: 63)

Foley appears to back away from this position later when he writes,
speaking of phonological properties characteristic of the central SepikRamu3 region, that "suprasegmental phenomena are limited to stress;
languages with phonemic tone are unattested, IN CONTRAST
THEIR
COMMON OCCURRENCE IN THE CENTRAL HIGHLANDS" (1991: 19, emphaSlS

added).
In any case, äs mentioned earlier (Section 1.1), the description of what
the contrast is teils us nothing about the nature of the System behind it;
this can only be seen in the light of the workings and co-occurrence
restraints shown by the language.
2. Descriptive framework

I propose a distinction based on the systematic correspondences between
the tones and the segmental units to which they are assigned. This implies
an autosegmental approach to the problem of tonal representation, but
should not be taken to mean that overly abstract analyses are favoured.
The autosegmental approach4 will be used here in the analyses of the
tone Systems only where it provides helpful clues to the workings of the
System äs far äs this typological approach is concerned.
I shall propose three primary types of tone Systems, but do not base
the divisions on the shape of the tones. The division into contour vs.
register tones, a la K. Pike, is therefore irrelevant to this analysis. Rather,
the DOMAIN of the tone is seen äs being crucial to recognising the underlying workings of the System.
3. Examples of variations on the different System types

In the following survey, the tonal Systems of various languages of the
New Guinea area are described. After the name of each language any
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alternative names by which the language is known is mentioned in angle
brackets, followed by the genetic affiliation in parentheses. Generally,
examples of the tonal patterns on monosyllabic (1-s) and disyllabic (2-s)
words are listed. Unless otherwise stated, an accent (') indicates the
syllable with the high tone, and the lack of a diacritic indicates a low
tone. The exemplary sketches given here, based on the data and analyses
of the sources referred to,5 are neither füll descriptions of the tonal
phenomena in the individual languages (often through lack of depth of
the description), nor exhaustive lists of the ränge of tonal Variation found
in New Guinea, but are representative of the sort of Variation encountered. For a more complete list of references and a wider ränge of
languages exemplifying the tonal categories proposed here, see
Donohue(1993).
3.1.

Syllable-level

The languages in the following section, from widely different parts of
New Guinea, all represent languages with a tone System that allows each
syllable in the word to bear a distinct tone. lau is unique amongst the
languages described in allowing combinations of more than one tone to
be present in one syllable.
3.1.1. Sikaritai [Aikwakai, Ati] (Lake Plains family, Irian Jaya)
The Sikaritai tonal System consists of two tones, high (H) and low (L),
with each syllable in the word assigned a tone independent of the other
syllables in the word (Martin 1991). The addition of affixing morphology
appears to have no eifect on the tones in the root, the affixes having their
own tone and there appearing to be no tone sandhi rules operating.
Examples of the contrasts on one to three syllable words are:
1-s H
dig
W

2-s HH
HL
LH
LL
tuog
bgoda
pgado
asgad
'ironwood' 'bachelor' 'to divide' 'leaf'
3-s

HHH
puekso
'girl'

HHL
kugjua
'speech'

HLH .
kigjokwe
One'
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LHH
ateje
.
'together'

LHL
igtogi
'knife'

LLH
kipia
Old'

LLL
akaug
'shoulder'

Since there are no restrictions on the co-occurrence of tones, and no
sandhi rules to modify their phonetic form, there is a transparent correlation between underlyingly assigned tones and phonetically realised tones.
We can state that there are a number of tonal units equal to the number
of syllables, and that there is a one-to-one mapping relation between
them. An example of the derivation of a word is given:
Surface contour:

[~] [_] [~] (e.g., kigjokwe One')

Underlying tones:

H L H

We could analyse words such äs tuog and kgigkala in terms of tonespreading, but the need to have one-to-one assignment in other forms
such äs kigjokwe shows that this would not simplify the analysis of the
tonal phonology for other examples.
The related language Obokuitai (Jenison & Jenison 1991) has an only
slightly more complex System with three tones, displaying a three-way
contrast between high, low and falling tones, independently assigned to
syllables (with the provision that a falling tone may be final only in
monosyllabic words). In Sko (Voorhoeve 1971) there are three tones,
high, low and rising, again independent of each other, with high and low
tones appearing äs falling tones phrase-finally. A similar System is found
in Vanimo (Ross 1980; Donohue & Van Vugt 1992).
3.1.2. Chuave (Chimbufamily, Central Highlands, Papua New Guinea)
The tone System in Chuave (like that of the related Chimbu language
Golin) is the same äs the Sikaritai System described in Section 3.1.1, but
deviates from this archetypal contrast of high and low tones with the
restriction that there must be at least one syllable with high tone in each
word (Swick 1966). There is thus no contrast in monosyllabic words,
which are always high, and a slightly smaller contrast on polysyllabic
words than would be expected from simply combining all the tones. That
this is a genuine pattern, and not just an artefact of defective data, can
be assumed based on the detail of presentation of patterns, and the
consistent lack of any solely L-tones words across one-, two- and threesyllable words.
•
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1-s H
kan, fwi
'digging stick', 'salt'

*L

2-s HH
gaän
'child'

HL
gaam
'skin'

3-s

HHL
HLH
denkabu
enugu
'mosquito' 'smoke'

HHH
gingodi
'snore'

LHH
LHL
amämo
komari
'yam species' 'before'

LH
*LL
kubä
'bamboo species'

LLH
koiyom
'navel'

HLL
koiom
'wing'
*LLL

We can formalise the restriction that each word contain at least one
high-toned syllable with the following condition on well-formedness,
stating that the derivation with only low tones assigned to syllables, and
no high tones, is ill-formed:
HIGH TONE REQUIREMENT

*

• ··

\-J

· ··

(*H) L (*H)
A different sort of tonal System appears to operate in Wahgi, another
Chimbu language, and, whilst the data is insufficient to draw definite
conclusions, there appear to be three contrasts in Operation on monosyllables, and three patterns contrasting on longer words, implying a move
away from the strict one-tone-per-syllable system seen here.
3.1.3. Teleföl (Ok family, Papua New Guinea)
In Telefol either one of two tönernes, rise (R) and fall (F) (Up and
Down), are assigned independently to each mora except for a word final
long mora in a disyllabic word, which only receives one assigned tone
(Healey 1964).

1-s R
kul
'hand'

F
kul
Trog'
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2-s RR
RF
FR
FF
lläm
jar/käg
llam
'dream' . 'small things' 'top-plate' 'dark water'
Telefol appears to ofFer an example of a language with a contrast
between two tones on a syllable level that are not the usual high and
low. However, äs Healey himself points out, they can be analysed äs a
series of high and low tones that are assigned to the right of their expected
positions. According to Healey (1964: 48), "each word, in its basic form,
has the same number of tönernes äs it would in the UP and DOWN
analysis, but the first vowel is toneless, and after the last vowel there is
an extra floating tönerne". The tone patterns that Healey presents seem
more amenable to analysis if we lexcially assign one tone per syllable, äs
Healey suggests, but add a floating one after each lexically-assigned tone.
In autosegmental terms, we can assume that the R and F tones represent
underlying L and H, respectively, and add a dissimilated H or L to the
right of each L or H tone. The words karjkarj and iläg would have the
following tone structure:
Surface contour:

[/]

[\]

Dissimilated
[\
|\
f l o a t i n g tones: L H
Underlying tones: L
H
kaqkän 'small things'

[\]
[\
H L

[\]
|\
H L

H L

H
H
ilag 'dark water'

This analysis would place Telefol back in the class of languages with
just high and low tönernes, but with interesting assignment rules.6
3.1.4. lau [Turu] (Lake Plainsfamily, Man Jaya)
lau possesses the füllest inventory of tones operating in any language in
New Guinea (and comes very close on a world scale). lau possesses eight
tönernes, each of which is contrastive, and additionally lau allows up to
two tönernes per syllable. The tones found are äs in Table l (numbering
conventions from 2 to 9 following Bateman 1990; see also Edmondson
et al. 1992).
Although the size of the tonal inventory in lau is impressive, the
number of tones can be reduced simply to combinations of high and low
tones, and a register component. For example, three of the tones could
be analysed äs having the following structure.8
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Table 1.

Tones in lau

Tone

Value7

Description

Example

9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2

44
33
45
23
42
43
32
423

high level
low level
high rise
low rise
f ll drop
high drop
low drop
dipping

du9
u8
da1
s e6
a5
of*
ko3
dau2

Surface contour:
high

Register:
Underlying tones:

[32]
σ

[45]
σ

o

Λ

L H

/\
low o

Λ

[42]
σ
/\

μ

Gloss
'wild pig'
'tree'
'dog'
'spirit'
'land'
'arm'
'breadfruit'
'crocodile'

μ

H L high low

The true scale of tonal behaviour in lau appears only when aspect
marking on verbs is taken into account: this is done by means of tones,
each tone marking a particular aspect and the tones can appear in
combination to show a complex aspect. Examples of tone varying with
tense/aspect are from Bateman (1986); in the following three examples
the verb tai 'contact the ground' is used in all three sentences, but it
bears a different tone in each of them, corresponding to the punctual
resultative (PUNCT.RES), punctual telic (PUNCT.TEL) and durative telic
(DUR.TEL) tenses respectively (SEQ is a sequential marker):
(a) /v7
α7*?9 α5 tai6
canoe SEQ land land.PUNCT.RES
The plane landed.' (i.e., made contact with the ground)
(b) u8 a
tree SEQ fall.PUNCT.TEL
The tree has fallen.'
(c) us a7se9 tai2
tree SEQ fall.DUR.TEL
The tree feil, was falling.'
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The following combinations of tones have been observed on single
syllables:

9-8
7-8
6-8

9-3

4-7

8-5 8-4
7-4 7-3
.
6-4 6-3

A verb that can have either a differing single tone or a combination
of tones is sui 'die' (abbreviations in glosses: MVCL medial verb clause
marker, INC incompletive, SCL subordinate clause marker, TOT.PUNCT
totality of action punctual, CHS change of state):
(d)

cfse9 di8
SEQ

(e)

kill.DUR.RES MVCL SEQ

(g)

die.PUNCT.TEL

'When he killed it, it died.'
a6 ajse9sui4
be™
ISO SEQ

(f)

dasdv9 cPse9 sui5

die.INC.TEL SCL

Then when I die, ...'
a6// aJbv9 Jse9 u6
bfsi9 sui9'3
mother his
SEQ before one die.TOT.PUNCT-TOT.CHS
One of his aunts died.'
sui9*
dasdv9
die.TOT.PUNCT-RES.CHS MVCL

'When she died, ...'
ß

Some nouns also exhibit a multiple tone, possibly äs a result of historical tonal fusion:
säe6'4 (tone contour of 3343) 'machete'
das'4 (tone contour of 2343) 'mountain'
This last example could show the result of the fusing of the two vowels
in dasa4 'sky-father'. This is doubly plausible when the more polysyllabic
nature of the surrounding related languages is taken into account.
Other languages known to be tonal and to display Systems that appear
to be syllable-level tone are Pawaian (Trefry 1969; MacDonald 1973)
and Weri (Boxwell & Boxwell 1966).
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3.1.5. A bau (Upper Sepikfamily, Upper Sepik River, Papua New Guinea)
Abau is one of the few languages reported to be in the Sepik phylum
that uses tone in its phonological System (Bailey 1975). This does not
contradict Foley's claim (1991: 19) that tone is not an important feature
of Sepik languages, äs he excluded the Upper Sepik from his sample area.
Nevertheless, the analysis of tone in Abau has been slow and reluctant.
Laycock (1965: 114) assumed that "none of the languages [Wogamusin,
Iwam, or Abau] is tonal". Later he wrote that "the language shows some
tonal contrasts, especially in verb morphology, but cannot be regarded
äs fully tonal" (1973: 21). Finally, Bailey (1975: 58) concludes that "tone
is phonemic and obviously carries a considerable functional load". Bailey
cites (amongst others) the following forms showing minimal contrast
maintained only by the tone of the syllables:
hü
'water'
vs. hü
ompi 'grass skirt' vs. ompi
ipei
'mother'
vs. ipei

'flute'
'mountain ridge'
'tree species'

These data show us that we have a contrast on monosyllables between
H and L, and on disyllables between HH, HL and LL. (There are no
cases of LH in Bailey, but this is likely to represent defective data rather
than a genuine pattern, given the brevity of the discussion of tonal
phenomena.) Once we consider words of three syllables, all combinations
of high and low appear to occur. Trisyllabic words show the following
contrasts:

3-s HHH
HHL
sopounon
ihkiklyäm
'banana species' 'bündle'
LHH

HLH
anämpu
'spider'

HLL
loksähyä
'to snatch'

LLH
LLL
LHL
wbnsänei
klkismä
äukläiyo
'leaf species' (meaning not given) 'bird species'
V

(not in data)

Thus far we have a System nearly identical to that found in Sikaritai.
What sets Abau apart is that there are reported instances of tone sandhi;
Bailey states that "when base forms with all low tones precede grammatical particles ke, ss, mon, ultimate low tone becomes high" (1975: 34).
For example, using äukläiyo 'bird species', the LLL tone pattern is
changed to LLH before SB:
[häkwe äukläiyo s£

]

see an äukläiyo'
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3.1.6.

Summary

The variations found in syllable-tone Systems is considerable; we have
seen examples of between two and eight contrastive tones per syllable,
and cohesion ranging from languages like Sikaritai with total independence of syllabically-assigned tones to the requirement that a word must
contain a high tone in Chuave and also Wen (Kunimaipa family; Boxwell
& Boxwell 1966), or that a certain tone may not occur finally in polysyllabic words äs in Obokuitai. Finally, there are also examples of Systems
in which the underlying shape of tones is obscured through regulär
phonetic processes, either applied uniformly to all underlying tone units
(Telefol) or only in certain tonal environments (Abau).
3.2.

Word-level

The following languages are more restricted in their occurrence than
those with syllable-tone Systems, yet still show a wide geographic spread.
They are grouped together on the grounds that the word äs a whole is
more important than the syllable äs a domain for the assignment of
tones. Wide Variation is found in the restrictions that apply to the
assignment of a tone or tones to a syllable within the word; only a couple
of examples are presented.
3.2.1. Kairi (Turama-Kikori, Southern Papua New Guinea).
Kairi shows four tonal contrasts, between (on monosyllables) high, rising,
falling, and rise-fall tones (Newman & Petterson 1989). The difference
to the syllable-tone case, apart from the phonetic nature of the tones
themselves, can be seen when disyllabic words are examined. Whereas a
syllable-tone language (for instance Sko) can show nine different possibilities of tonal contrasts over two sylläbles (3x3), Kairi shows only
four: high on both sylläbles, low on the first and high on the second,
high on the first and low on the second, and finally low on the first and
falling on the second. This can be illustrated äs follows:
Monosyllables -.
Disyllables
—

/
_-

\
-__

f\
_\

The similarities are more noticeable when the contours involved are
broken up into sequences of alternating H(igh) and L(ow) tönernes:
Monosyllables H
Disyllables
HH

LH
LH
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The samc tones that occur on monosyllabic words are also those that
appear, "stretched-out" to accommodate the greater number of syllables,
on disyllabic words, and indeed on threc or morc syllabic expressions.
The possibilities for tonal contrast on trisyllablcs, for instance, are:
Trisyllables H H H

LLH

H HL

LLHL

Quitc clearly these represent the same sequences of H, LH, HL, or LHL.
There are often added complications to these sorts of Systems; in the
Kairi case, it is obvious that simply equating the tones to the syllables
will produce incorrect predictions for the phonetic nature of the tones:

H

LH HL

LHL

We must posit a rule such that the second last tone unit (H, L, H, and
H respectively) is associated with the last tone-bearing unit (syllable) of
the word; this is a fixed position for tone-assignment in the language,
and may not be varied. An example is shown with the derivation of the
words tuhl Tar', tuhl 'lid', and aramer u 'basket type':

tulii
H L
σ σ

L F
σ σ

H

L H L

1

1

L

tuhl

1

K

aramer u
L L L F

σ σ σ σ
K
\J/
L

H L

In the following examples, an acute accent Q represents a high pitched
syllable (or a rising glide, if found on a monosyllabic word), a grave
accent Q indicates the low pitch (or a falling glide on monosyllables),
and the circumflex Q shows a falling pitch on polysyllabic words (or a
rise-fall pitch contour on monosyllabic words); tones listed s H and L
are the underlying tones:

l -s H
pa
'pulverised'

LH
ρά
'split'

LHL
HL
pe
pa
'by, with' 'tree species'

2-s H
huni
'termite'

LH
piku
'turtle'

HL
tuhi
'fear'
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4-s H

.f

LH

harakanea

HL

LHL

rarakane pepeher

'prawn species' 'palate'

aramer u

'peg'

'basket type'

In the disyllabic words the assignment of the underlying tones to individual syllables is s follows: in huni, the underlying H spreads unproblematically over the whole word. The underlying LH and HL tone melodies
are also unproblematically assigned one underlying t nerne per syllable;
notice that in the quadrisyllabic expressions it is only the last syllable of
the word that receives the second of the two underlying t nernes, and
that there is no tonal glide that spreads uniformly across the word s a
whole ( s is the case in Enga of Western Highlands, Papua New Guinea).
The more complicated LHL pattern also assigns the second of its underlying t nernes to the last syllable of the word, and then the third of the
t nernes s well, producing the falling pitch. On the monosyllabic words,
both the LH and the HL underlying patteras produce (different) glides,
assigning s they do both t nernes to the one syllable, and the LHL tone
produces a rise-fall contour. The rather complicated sandhi rules that
are associated with affixing in Kairi will not be discussed here.
3.2.2. Kewa (Enganfamily, Papua New Guinea)

Kewa shows four tones that spread over the word (including any affixes),
H, L, HL, and LH; these tones are radically changed by sandhi induced
by the presence of other tones in a close syntactic juncture (Franklin
1971). In the following examples the tone on ηί Τ is invariant, whilst
the suffix -wa 'indicative' assimilates to the tone on the verb-root. For
details of the extensive sandhi rules in Kewa see Franklin (1971). The
examples presented show only the spre ding of the last assigned tone in
a word to the suffixed -wa:

H

A\

σ σ σ
ηί

ruma-wa

.

H L

L

σ σ σ

σ σ σ

kala-wa

ruba-wa

l

K

Ί... ... climbed to it.' ...gaveit.'

l

H

K

... threw
out.'

L

K

σ σ

pa-wa

it...didit.'

A similar System appears to be operating in the related language Enga,
except that there are only three tones that spread over the word: falling,
rising, and dipping.
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3.2.3. Usarufa (Kainantu family\ Papua New Guinea)
Tonal phenomena in languages of the Kainantu family are widespread,
and show considerable complexity (McKaughan (ed.) 1973). To describe
one of them, Usarufa has three underlying tones: LH, HL, LHL (Bee &
Glasgow 1973). We need to use one accent to show where the high tone
attaches, and (optionally) one additional accent to show the point of
attachment of the second L in a word with HL or LHL tone patterns.
Tones spread from their assigned position, first leftward, and then rightward s necessary to assign every syllable a tone. Tone assignment lines
do not cross, or assign more than one tone per syllable, unless the accent
is double marked (restricted to not occurring on the final syllable).
Thus, for disyllabic words, the following combinations of high, low,
and falling tones occur on the surface (orthography following Bee &
Glasgow 1973):9

2-s HH
HL
oma
'poma
'wildcane' 'pig'

FL LH
LL
ma oma
uwo
'lid' 'ditch' 'Do!'

Their derivation from the tonal bases posited earlier is s follows; note
the eifect of the single and double diacritics on the assignment of underlying tones to syllables:

HH

σ 'σ

V

HL

HL

(not

'σ σ)

\l

L H

'σ σ
H L

FL

"σ σ

N

H L
LH

σ 'σ
L H

LL

σ σ

v
L H

(not σ σ)

\ι
H L
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Notice that in the LL pattern the underlying low tone is assigned to two
syllables; this is necessary, given that there is no accented syllable for the
H to attach to, and yet each syllable must be assigned a tone. In the HH
pattern the same thing happened in reverse, with the assignment of the
H to the last syllable blocking the L from assigning to the first syllable,
and so in order to produce fully specified syllables the H spread to both
syllables.
The analysis of the surface form HH s an underlyingly HL sequence,
and LL s underlyingly LH, can be justified when we see how the tones
on these words interact with toneless affixes (the realisation of this affix
s -e and -re is accounted for by the presence of an underlying syllablefinal consonant in 'noise', and not in 'man'; see Bee & Glasgow 1973 for
more details):
waa -> waae Ίί is a man.'
waa -» waare *It is a noise.'
From this behaviour we can see that the surface pattern of two highpitched syllables arises from an underlying HL σ1σ structure, and not
from the LH 'σ σ Option, from the assignment of tone to the suffix.
Similarly the surface pattern of two low-pitched syllables reflects an
underlying LH sequence on unaccented syllables, and not a HL sequence
of t nernes. We can make the generalisation that unassigned t nernes
must appear to the right of assigned ones, in order to be available to the
suffixing morphology that the language uses. The derivation of the two
examples above thus is s follows:

L

H

N \

σ σ
waa

-» L

H

l\ \

σ σ σ
waae

H L ^H L
K \
K
σ σ
σ σ σ
waa
waare

The difference between a single and a double accent can be seen in the
following minimal tonal pair:
LFL is analysed s

σ

"σ σ

L

H L

l
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LHL is analysed s σ

'σ σ

L H

a ma 'breath'

L

The secondary accent is necessary to differentiate, for example, the
following five-syllable word patterns, which are all derived from the same
underlying LHL tone-pattern:
L H L L L
σ 'σ σ σ σ

L H H L L
'σ σ 'σ σ σ

L H H H L
'σ σ σ 'σ σ

L H
ariburiqa
'sweet potato species'

L H
L
aroatiyo
'Show him!'

L
H
iyanaraa
'puppy'

L L H L L
σ σ 'σ σ σ

L L H H L
σ 'σ σ 'σ σ

L L L H L
σ σ σ 'σ σ

L H L
aabaama
'sound of rain'

L H L
ikatnonupo
Ί will certainly hit it'

umoiy m:a
'bad cough'

\ι/L

V Ι V

Ι V V

V

V Ι

Μ/ Ι
L

\ι/
ι
ι
L
HL

The function of the secondary accent is to show the place of assignment
of the L t nerne that precedes the H in a sequence of underlying t nernes.
In all of these examples we can see the tones spreading from their assigned
positions s necessary to assign a tone to every syllable.
3.2.4. Fore (Goroka family, Papua New Guinea)
The tone System of Fore
consists of underlying strings of H and L tones,
•
assigned such that no sequences of adjacent tones (HH or LL) are
allowed underlyingly (Scott 1990). The length of the underlying string
can be s great s the number of syllables in the word plus one, and that
extra tone is assigned to a following particle, but is not assigned to a
syllable in the stem that has already been assigned a tone. In this manner,
the total possible tonal patterns in a word is equal to twice the number
of syllables in the root, plus two.
The following are underlying tonal combinations possible for roots of
one and two syllables, yielding contrastive patterns on words of up to
three syllables; the bracketed syllable (ne ~ we) is the indicative particle,
meaning 'it is a ...', added to show the eifert of the underlying tone on
the following syllable:
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l-s
ΊΙ is ..
2-s
Ίί is ..

L
kao(ne)
... your friencT

H
ki(ne)
... maggot'

H
ηόηό(ne)
antaa(we)
... his intestines' ... breast'
L

HL
ano(ne)
... his head'

LHL
wani(ne)
... water'

LH
ke(ne)
... path'

HL
kaa(ne)
... one'

LH
ama(ne)
... his shadow'
HLH
awa(we)
... his tooth'

Words in which there are more underlying tone units than syllables do
not realise the last of these unless a suffix is attached to the word, s
seen in the examples; to elaborate, ke LH 'path' only realises the underlying H half of its tone component when suffixed. This is in contrast to
the behaviour of the similar underlying tone sequence in Kairi, in which
both underlying units would attach to the same syllable, combining to
produce a rising glide. This reflects different low-level restrictions on tone
assignment in the two languages.
3.2.5. Summary
The other languages of the Kainantu family all show tonal behaviours
many of which can be modelled s being word-level tonal processes.
Languages in the neighbouring Goroka family, such s Yagaria (Renck
1975), also show such tonal behaviour. Additionally, Doutai (McAllister
& McAllister 1991) and Yabem (Dempwolff 1939; ROSS 1993; Streicher
1982) are languages with word-level tone/rom elsewhere in New Guinea.
The Variation that we have seen in the word-tone Systems includes fairly
straightforward matching of tonal contours to syllables in the word
(Kewa), the existence in addition to a tonal contour of a fixed (noncontrastive) tonal "inflection point" (Kairi) or a contrastive one
(Usaruf a), requiring additional specification, to constraints on the types
of tones that may appear underlying assigned to adjacent syllables (Fore).
3.3. Pitch-accent

The languages in the following section all display tonal behaviour that
can be described s minimally complex when compared to the languages
already treated. Whilst tonal phenomena are present, they are highly
restricted or predictable from context, and require less phonological
notation. Languages with a pitch-accent type of System are extremely
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common in New Guinea, accounting for languages in at least 40 per cent
of the genetic groupings on the island.
3.3.1. Una (Mek languages, Star Mountains, Man Jaya)
Una shows an almost prototypical pitch-accent System (Louwerse 1978).
All words of more than one syllable in Una must have one syllable which
is spoken at a higher pitch than the others; the difference between the
tone-pattern of different words lies in the positioning of this pitch-accent.
Note that the presence or absence of this accented syllable is not optional;
ALL polysyllabic words must contain one and only one accent. The
number of possible contrasts is thus equal to the number of syllables in
a word, except that monosyllables still show a two-way contrast. Note
that this is similar to the constraint found in Chuave, except that monosyllables are exempted from the high tone requirement.
To exemplify tonal contrasts on words of one to three syllables in Una,
following the Orthographie conventions for the language, and with low
pitch not marked except on the monosyllables:
l-s kal
käl

'tree species'
'marsupial species'

2-s blta
bita

'truely'
'frogs'

3-s kankalya
künkalya
bilbilyi

'joint'
'pimple'
'building materials'

A similar System operates in Iha (West Bomberai family; Donohue
1994), which allows maximally one high pitch-accented syllable per word,
and possibly in the Ok language Ketengban (Sims & Sims 1982).
3.3.2. Arigibi Kiwai (Kiwai family, Gulf Province, Papua New Guinea)
Arigibi Kiwai appears to have a pitch-accent System that allows one high
to appear in a word, but has the restriction that there must be at least
one low in each word (Wurm 1973; Franklin 1973). Monosyllables, thus,
do not show a contrast in pitch. Wurm writes about the Kiwaian languages in general and about the northern languages of Kerewo, NorthEastera Kiwai, and Arigibi in particular:
The suprasegmental Systems are relatively complicated, ... and a two-tone
System is present in all the languages, except apparently Wabuda. Its functional load appears to be low in all the languages except for North-Eastern
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Kiwai and (Arigibi?) where it seems to be quite^high. (1973: 226) The
problem of the suprasegmental features of North-Eastern Kiwai, and in fact
of the Kiwaian languages s a whole, calls for much further study. (1973:
250) ... many of the homophones or near-homophones resulting form the
shortening of words are distinguished by suprasegmental features including
tones. (1973:249)

It appears likely that there is a pitch-accent System in all of the closely
related Kiwaian languages, and the shortening of words in the northern
languages has resulted in a greater functional load being placed on pitch
than in the Southern Kiwaian languages, which generally have words
with a greater number of syllables. Indeed, writing about Wabuda,
Wurm notes:
On the phonological level, Wabuda differs quite markedly from the other
Kiwaian languages in displaying what appear to be archaic features in the
phonological shapes of many of its lexical items, ... and in apparently
lacking a tonal System. (1973: 237)

Examples of the different pitch patterns found on words from one to
four syllables in Arigibi can be seen in the following:
l-s L

na:

'fish'

2-s LL
LH
HL

tutu:
umu
nimo

'long'
'dog'
'louse'

3-s LLL
LLH
LHL
HLL

vo.vo?o
mudsbs
ivio
ggPspu

'bird'
'claw'
'sun'
'heart'

4-s LLLL

εΐαϊΐα

'hot'

LLLH
LLHL
LHLL
HLLL

olctfol
tunPA^A
i. doma. i
n >Atama

'red'
'all'
'eye'
'bark'

Unlike Una, which requires at least one high pitched syllable in all but
monosyllabic words, Kiwai does not require that there be a H in the
phonological word, but does require there to be one L associated with
the word. Put in terms of pitch-accent placement conventions, Kiwai
allows for one pitch-accent per word, but requires that there be at least
one non-pitch-accented syllable in a word. This Kiwai restriction on the
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assignment of tones to syllables which states that each word must contain
at least one low-pitched syllable is the opposite of the high tone requirement that was formulated to account for the Chuave and Una data. The
number of pitch contrasts is thus equal to the number of syllables in a
word, plus one, except that monosyllabic words display no contrasts.
Kamoro (Drabbe 1953; Donohue 1993) shows a very similar System,
though Drabbe explicitly mentions that Kamoro allows more than one
accent per word, if the word is composed of several morphemes, showing
that in this language at least the domain of the pitch accent is the
morpheme, not the word (see McCawley 1978 for discussion of this
phenomenon in Japanese dialects).
3.3.3. Marina (Marindfamily, South-West Irian Jaya)
Marind has a contrast between high (marked with an acute ') and low
(unmarked) pitch, both different to the pitch on earlier syllables in the
word, which is usually realised on the last syllable of a root, but in some
cases appearing on the penultimate syllable (Drabbe 1955; Donohue forthcoming). Drabbe describes these non-ultimate tones äs being "samengestelde of afgeleide" [composite or derived] (1955: 10).10 Near-minimal pairs
do, however, exist, with different positions of this pitch-accent:
waniggap
kuma

'good' vs. wanarjgib
'fruit' vs. kumak

'son'
'trot (with something)'

The position of this accent with respect to the whole word remains
constant, even after extensive suffixing has taken place, but does not move
in the case of compounding. For example, the words for One' and 'two'
have a regulär ultimate tone; but in a compound, äs in 'eight' (REF referential), the tone stays with the first and is dropped from the second morpheme:
»

izakod
inah
inah a izakod
rä
sanga inahä-izakod
hand REF
two-one

One'
'two'
'three'
'eight' (lit. 'the one hand, two-one')

Suffixing on verbs, however, sees the accent stay ultimate; compare the
above with some of the future interrogative third-person forms of the
verb ahi 'to say' (morphological details simplified):
%

to kapasab-ahi
to kapasabana-ahi

'What will he say?'
'What will he say to me?'
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to kapsaba-ahi
to kapsabo-ahi

'What will he say to you?'
'What will he say to him?'

There is also at least one case of morphological affixes being differentiated
by the tone alone, noted by Voorhoeve (1975: 358), in which the syllable
ka has two different meanings.
3.3.4. Kaure (Kaure stock, Irian Jaya)
Kaure has a pitch-accent System, with the pitch contrast constrained so
that it appears only on the stressed syllable, of which there can be only
one per word (Dommel & Dommel 1991, and personal communication).
The pitch-accent System is unusual in that it specifies not only the location
of the pitch-accent in the word, but also the phonetic type of pitch
contour that may be chosen: the realisation of the pitch-accent can be
either a high pitch on the relevant syllable or a fall in pitch on that
syllable. This contrast is not predictable, and so is an additional relevant
phonemic feature.
l-s hin
hin

'woods species'
'blood'

non-accented
accented

'σ,
σ,

2-s sia Ίϋ
l
in hol

'path'
'mountain site'

non-accented
non-accented

σ 'σ, η
'σ σ, Η

dai Ίάί 'mouse's sago'
accented
l
dai tai 'wife's footprints' accented

HL
Η
Η
η

σ 'σ, η
HL
'σ σ, HL n

This is one of the few reported examples of a language that employs
contrastive pitch contours s well s using contrastive placement of the
pitch-accent, even though the two are not independent of each other.
More work needs to be done on this sort of System to determine how it
functions, though it appears that Kaure may be better reanalysed s
having a System similar to that found in Momuna and Fasu (see
Section 4), or intermediate between the canonical pitch-accent Systems
described here for Una and Kiwai and the Momuna/Fasu type of phonological System.
3.3.5. Summary
Pitch accent Systems appear to be very common in New Guinea; other
languages with such Systems include the already mentioned Isirawa (Oguri
& Erikson 1975), which has the requirement that a contrastive pitchaccent be placed in the last four syllables of the word, various AwyuDumut languages (see, for example, de Vries 1993), Meriam Mer, Mor
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(Laycock 1978), and Maya (van der Leeden 1983; 1993). Variation in
type of System is rife; there are no examples of a "pure" pitch-accent
System in my sample, with all languages having some embellishment,
ranging from restrictions on where the contrast may appear (Isirawa,
Marind) to requirements that a word contain an accented syllable (Una)
or an unaccented one (Kiwai, Kamoro), or to further complications in
relating the pitch-accent System to the stress System.
4. Intermcdiatc cases

!

These languages, and the consequences arising from the analysis of their
tonal Systems, will be discussed in the conclusion. The tonal Systems of
Momuna and Fasu appear to form a bridge between the pitch-accent
Systems on the one hand and the word-tone System on the other. Like
the pitch-accent Systems, they show phonemic contrasts at only one place
in each word, and any other pitch movements are conditioned. Like the
word-tone Systems, however, they contrast more than one basic tone
pattern per word (or perhaps phrase). The placement of a single diacritic
alone is thus not sufficient to determine the pitch contour of the word,
s was the case with the pitch-accent languages, since the value of that
diacritic must also be specified (high or low pitch). It can be viewed s
either a very (overly) sophisticated pitch-accent System or a drastically
reduced word-tone System. (For a discussion of Systems similar to this,
see van der H lst & Smith 1988, and many of the other papers in that
volume.)
4.1. Fasu (West Kutubu family, Papua New Guinea)
Fasu shows a contrast between high and low, which can only appear s
a (compulsory) contrast on the "stressed" syllable of the word (May &
Loeweke 1965). This "stressed" syllable is not fixed, and is thus a second
variable that needs to be considered when determining the pitch shape
of the word. Unlike the similar case in Momuna, neither the high nor
the low tone corresponds to the pitch of the unstressed syllables. Examples
of the contrast on two- and three-syllable words (taken from E. Pike
1964) are s follows:
'σ σ
keno
fiti

'tau'
'loincloth'

'σ σ σ
ferepe
'machete'

σ 'σ
keno
fitl

'collarbone'
'banana'

σ 'σ σ *
sakare 'arrow'
hiw ti 'eyelash'
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σ σ 'σ
kenari 'tree species'
kenari 'bamboo species'
The assignment of tones to some of the words listed is s follows (TBU
Stands for tone-bearing unit):
sakare
σ 'σ σ

hiw ti
σ 'σ σ

kenari
σ σ 'σ

TBU

TBU

TBU

Η

L

H

Ι

Ι

/

We can see that the placement of the contrastive syllable is variable, a
characteristic of a pitch-accent language: this is illustrated by the contrast
between//ft* andfiti. Furthermore, there is a contrast in the pitch assigned
to the contrastive syllable: the pitch there can be either high or low, s
seen in the pair kenari and kenari, a characteristic of word-tone or
syllable-tone languages. Fasu thus shows characteristics of both pitchaccent and word-tone languages.
4.2. Momuna [Somahai] (Central and South New Guinea Stock, Irian
Jaya)
In Momuna, monosyllabic words contrast a low (marked with a grave
accent), mid (unmarked), and high (acute accent) (data from Reimer
1986):
[bo] 'house' H
[bo] <go'
n
[bo] 'log'
L
Polysyllabic words contrast only two levels, a distinctly high tone and
a low one, which is equal to the pitch of the unaccented syllable. There
is a contrast only on the accented syllable. The following show contrastive
pitch-patterns for disyllabic words, with L and H indicating the presence
of a low or high tone on the (necessarily) accented syllable, respectively,
and an n indicating a tonally neutral, non-stressed syllable.
[boro] 'earth'
[kae] 'food'

Hn
nH
n
Ln
[bane] 'arrow' nL
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Fasu and Momuna are languages in which designating the location of
the stressed syllable alone is insufficient Information for determining the
pitch shape, äs the stressed syllable itself has a contrast in tone, between
high and low (and mid, for Momuna monosyllables).
4.3.

Summary

Systems of this kind are important because they form a "bridge" between
the pitch-accent System on the one hand and word-tone Systems on the
other. The analysis of this sort of tonal phenomenon äs either a highly
reduced word-tone System (contrasting on only one syllable per word)
or an augmented pitch-accent System (requiring different tones that may
be attached to the specified point in the word) is essentially arbitrary.
The most reasonable empirical conclusion is to state that on the CONTINUUM between pitch-accent languages and word-tone languages, these
languages are a midway point.
5. Summary of the major types of tone Systems discussed
5.1. Syllable-tone type: One tone per syllable
The syllable-tone type, best known from many of the languages of East
and Southeast Asia, typically has several distinct tones that are assigned
so that all or most syllables have tones at an underlying level. New
Guinea languages representative of this type are Sikaritai, Chuave, Abau,
Weri, Telefol, Pawaian, Sko, Vanimo, Obokuitai, and lau. At the extreme
ends of the spectrum lie lau with eight contrastive tones, about the
maximal System that has been found, and the various Chimbu languages
or Sikaritai, which show a two-way contrast between high and low
tönernes. What all these Systems have in common is that THEY ASSIGN A
SEPARATE TONE TO EACH SYLLABLE IN A WORD.

5.2.

Word-tone type: One tone per
phonological word
•

The second type involves languages in which there are several distinct
tones, but only one tone is assigned to each word. In New Guinea this
type can best be seen in Kairi, Usarufa, Fore, Kewa, and Enga. Enga
represents the less complicated end of the ränge, with simple phonetic
spreading of the word-tone over the whole word. Usarufa shows unexpected complications, with a variable point of assignment of the underlying tones to the syllables. This means, for instance, that the total
contrastive possibilities on a trisyllabic expression are not four but ten.
What is shared by all the Systems of this type is that THE DOMAIN OF EACH
TONE is THE WORD AS A WHOLE, and not each syllable.
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5.3.

Pitch-accent type: One markedsyllableperphonological word

The final type is the pitch-accent System where there is one tone that is
(optionally, but usually) assigned to each word. Examples of this sort of
System are Una, Kamoro, Arigibi Kiwai, Isirawa, Marind, Kaure, and
possibly Ekari. Una has a simple, and compulsory one pitch-accent per
word (slightly relaxed with monosyllables), and represents the least complicated System of this type. Kaure, Kamoro, and Marind both show
restrictions äs to where the pitch-accent may occur, and Arigibi Kiwai
* requires at least one non-accented syllable per word. The languages all
share the fact that THERE is ONE SIMPLY DESIGNATED SYLLABLE THAT
DETERMINES THE SHAPE OF THE PITCH PATTERN ON THE REST OF THE WORD.

5.4. Languages reported to be or likely to be tonal languages
Many languages are either reported to display tonal behaviour, or appear
from available wordlists to be likely to either use some sort of suprasegmental factors in differentiating words, or to have an unaccountably
large number of homonyms amongst their basic vocabulary. Due to the
lack of data, however, the nature of the tonal System present in the
languages concerned cannot be given in detail. A listing of these languages
is given, with their classification (following Wurm (ed.) 1975 and Foley
1986). For details of the evidence or reports supporting the claim that
they might be tonal, see Donohue (1993). The languages thought to be
tonal include the following: Karon Dorf (West Papua family), Tarunggare
(Fast Geelvink Bay), Wodani, Moni, Uhunduni (Wissel Lakes),
Ketengban, Naltya (Mek family), Foau, Dabra (Fast Lake Plains), Krisa,
Rawo (Sko phylum), Yaqay (Marind family), Yonggom, Bimin, Mianmin,
Wagarabai, Ngalum (Ok family), Duna (Duna-Bogaya), Awin, Pare
(Awin-Pa family), Nomad/Samo, Beami, Kamula, Kaluli, Kalamo, Hesif,
Konai (Bosavi stock), Daribi (Teberan family), Sawuy, Kombai (AwyuDumut), Enga (Engan family), Wiru (possibly Engan?), AmpeeliWojokeso, Angaatiha (Angan family), Meriam Mer (Eastern Trans-Fly),
Suena (Binandere family), Romkun (Ramu phylum), Ningil (Torricelli
phylum), Biksi (Sepik phylum?), Amto, Musian (Amto-Musian), Rocky
Peak, Bö, Ama, Nimo (Arai family), Biyom Brahman (Southern
Adelbert Range).
6.

Exceptional and unusual uses of tone

6. l. Asmat (Asmat-Kamor o family, Central South- West New Guinea
stock, South- West Irian Jaya)
Certain Asmat languages, especially Citak Asmat, appear to have contrastive pitch phenomena (data from Voorhoeve 1980 and Bromley 1975).
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In Citak Asmat, a disyllabic form may be either LH or HL; a monosyllabic word may be either H or L, or LH if it is long, though Speakers of
some dialects do not maintain the pitch difference (which is most prominent in the village of Tiau), differentiating forms on the basis of a rather
unclear distinction between "surging" and 'ballistic" syllabic onsets
(Voorhoeve 1980: 37). Examples of this contrast are:
l-s pu 'paddle'
bim 'turtle'
püu 'bat'
|
!

2-s sisi
sisi

'small white crayfish'
'tooth'

*\

\
;

Asmat äs spoken on the coast does not usually use pitch outside of its
use in the stress System. Citak Asmat, however, spoken further inland—
and representing a different language (Voorhoeve, personal communication)—shows what appears to be a pitch-accent System with allophonic
complications. Coastal Asmat retains the use of something like a pitchaccent System only in specialist ritual words. This indicates a Situation
in which a phonological feature (i.e., the pitch-accent) has been lost in
the language except in a small corpus of words that would be inherently
resistant to change.
In the dialect of Central Asmat on which Voorhoeve worked, it appears
that pitch contrasts are limited to a small number of ritual words, the
majority of the words in the language having a stress-type System operating, in which the direction of pitch movement is insignificant. Only in
ritual words is this putative remnant of an earlier System preserved
(Voorhoeve, personal communication). Such a phenomenon can also be
observed in the case of the (historically and orthographically) retroflexed
consonants in Nepali, which are only preserved äs retroflexes in the
names of gods and words connected with temple ceremony, elsewhere
realised the same äs the dental-alveolar set of consonants (Donohue
1987).
6.2. Labu (Markham family, Austronesian, Huon Gulf, Papua New
Guinea)
Labu appears to have borrowed the idea, if not necessarily the acoustic
correlates, of a tonal System from its prestigious neighbours Yabem and
Bukawac. Both of the latter have developed tonal Systems based on the
original voicing of (usually) initial consonants. Labu appears to have
borrowed occasional low tones, which now serve to diiferentiate otherwise
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identical sequences (data from Siegel 1984). Notice how the following
words, at least the first of which seems to be a loan word, have strong
segmental correlates with Yabem, but no correlations in tone:
Labu: yalä 'year'
yäla 'kerosene lamp'
yä
'fire'

Yabem: yärä (<German Jahr)
yä

' I found only 33 words with the low tone from approximately 800
words listed in Siegel (1984), only 4 per cent of the total, suggesting that
the arrival of tone in the language is relatively recent, and has not yet
spread through the lexicon enough to be considered a fully functional
phonological feature. This can be compared to the borrowing of ejectives
in the Caucasus (Johanna Nichols, personal communication), or of [U9]
sounds in the Pacific North-West of America, where it appears that the
Salish languages have borrowed the [ti'] phoneme from neighbouring
Wakashan and Haida languages, but not the corresponding [tl] phoneme
(Barry Carlson, Thom Hess, personal communication). The more salient
ejective sounds were borrowed, leading to asymmetrical phoneme inventories in most of the Salish languages.
7.

Taxonomies of tonal Systems: Summary and conclusions

I have presented in essence three categories into which most of the tonal
languages of the New Guinea area can be classified: pitch-accent, wordtone, and syllable-tone languages. These categories all have their exponents outside the New Guinea area äs well. Japanese is the most cited
example of a pitch-accent language, and Serbo-Croatian äs well äs several
North American Indian languages would also fit into this category. The
class of word-tone languages has not previously been reported äs such
äs a separate typological class, but Mende from Sierra Leone in West
Africa, and Shanghai from East-Central China would clearly fall into
this category. The syllable-tone languages are those on which most work
has focused, äs well äs being the "typical" tone language for most people;
this group includes most Chinese languages (Mandarin, Cantonese,
Hakka), Southeast Asian languages (Thai, Vietnamese), many West
African languages (Igbo, Yoruba), and assorted other languages such äs
Tlapanec in Mexico or Southern Nambiquara in Brazil. My three categories and those of previous authors can be compared äs follows:
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This analysis:
PITCH-ACCENT

Examples:

WORD-TONE

Una, Japanese Kairi, Mende,
Shanghai
Fasu, Lithuanian

SYLLABLE-TONE

Vanimo, Cantonese
Fuzhou

Previous classifications:
PITCH-ACCENT

K. Pike
Wurm
Welmers
E. Pike
McCawley

WORD-TONE

Semi-tonal
l tone < l morpheme
(pitch-accent

word-tone
»)

SYLLABLE-TONE

Contour Register
Quasi-tonal, Real tonal
Terraced Systems and
combined Systems
syllable types (1) and (2)
(<
truly tonal)

The problem with this classification arises when the "tricky case languages" are taken into account. An analysis of Fasu tonal phonology
leads to two mutually exclusive choices: either the language exhibits a
highly reduced version of a word-tone System, in which all pitch contrast
is eliminated except on the stressed syllable of that word, or it exhibits a
highly developed version of a pitch-accent System, in which not only may
there be a contrast between the presence or absence of a pitch-accent on
a given syllable, but that there may be a further contrast äs to the manner
of what sort of pitch movement there is, if present. The important point
is that there is NO BASIS FOR CHOOSING between these two options.
Similarly, whilst there are languages that are clearly word-tone languages
and ones that are clearly syllable-tone languages, the distinction becomes
again blurred when the language that is (potentially) classifiable äs a
word-tone language has a low average number of syllables per word and
not much (if any) affixing morphology. Such a language may form
polysyllabic words through compounding, but remain essentially a monosyllabic language; an example of this sort of language is Fuzhou Chinese,
in which very complicated right-dominant tone sandhi distorts the isolation tones of all but the last syllable of a compound beyond recognition;
clearly the tone is a product of the word, but unlike the Shanghai case,
in which the tone of the word can be considered a "stretched" version
of one of the normal citation tones, the tone of a sandhi-changed syllable
in a compound in Fuzhou depends on the input tone of both the altered
syllable and the invariant syllable. *
This can be illustrated with data from C. Donohue (1992):12
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t0yk

23
'bamboo'

+ zaik

23
'section'

=

ty

5 23
'bamboo section'

In this example both of the input syllables have a low rising checked
tone 23 when said in isolation. The 23 tone on toyk changes to a high
level tone when it appears before ^aik in a compound. If the final tone
in the compound was not another tone 4 (the tone with a 23 realisation
in isolation), but a (for instance) tone 6 (which has a rising-falling 231
contour in isolation), then the tonal realisation of t0yk in the compound
would'not have been a high level [5] but a falling [42]:
[23 + 231] ->

[42231]

Here we can see that while we clearly need to recognise tones at the word
level, the shape of those tones is dependent on the representation of them
at a syllable level. This feature of Fuzhou (and several other languages
in the Fujian-Zhejiang area) leads to the same classificatory quandary
that the Fasu data presented; it can be seen äs either an extremely
complicated example of a word-tone language or a simplified example of
a syllable-tone language, and the choice between the two classifications
is essentially arbitrary.
I conclude that whilst there do appear to be categories into which most
tonal languages can be classified, these are not so much discrete categories
but rather typologically NEUTRAL AREAS, Systems of relatively low complexity towards which languages seem to develop.
While there are more languages of these types, this is a product of
similar development and not membership in a class. The labels "pitchaccent type", "word-tone type", and "syllable-tone type" are therefore
not strict ones, and do not preclude the existence of other "sorts" of
languages, but are convenient labels for typologically similar groups of
languages, just äs the labels "Head-marking" and "Dependent-marking"
do not preclude the existence of languages that display elements of
both types.
In reality there is a continuum of types, ranging from the minimally
pitch-using languages, which only specify one pitch perturbation in each
word, to the maximally pitch-using languages that can have äs many äs
several specified tones on each syllable, äs in lau and Mixtec (Mexico).
The obvious link between the pitch-accent languages at the lower end of
this scale is with languages that emphasise the pitch component äs the
primary correlate of stress, such äs Tukang Besi (mentioned earlier). The
continuum of types from the Una-style pitch-accent System to lau can
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bc diagrammcd äs shown in Figurc l, where thc vertical axis reprcsents
thc frcqucncy of occurrencc of cach type, which is shown on the horizontal axis.
8. Typological and areal considcrations
8.1. Syllable-tone Systems
Thc main complicating factor that can occur with thc syllable-tonc type
of tonal System lies in thc numbcr of toncs that can contrast on the
syllable; äs pointed out by Welmers (1959), the majority of thcse Systems
have a mixture of level and contour tones. Furthcr complications can be
co-occurrcnce restrictions on the placement of tones in polysyllabic words
if permitted; most syllable-tone languages tend to be polysyllabic in
invcrse proportion to the number of tones that they have. Restrictions
on tonal co-occurrence can be either a simple restriction requiring a
certain tone, or restricting it to a certain environment, or of the type
"Tone X cannot occur before/after/near Tone Y", or more complicated
rules such äs "Tone X becomes Tone Z before/after/near Tone Y".
Less common, but also attested, are compoundings of tones due to
affixed morphology that carries its own tone. This is, however, observed

System: STRESS

PITCH-ACCENT

New Guinea examples:

Una
Kiwai

other examples:

Japanese
Serbo-Croatian

(Fasu)
Fasu

Kairi

Momuna

Enga

Swedish
various
Bantu
languages

Figure 1.

WORD-TONE

The continuum of tonal Systems
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in lau and Mixtec, in which there is morphology that consists solely of
a tonal category that is compounded onto the tone of the stem. This is
rather unusual for these languages, which tend to correlate with a low
degree of morphology, tending towards the isolating end of the spectrum
(though this is not an absolute; the agglutinative Chimbu languages also
appear to have syllable-tone Systems).14 The generally short words often
appear to result from syllable loss, evidenced when compared with either
a related language or a proto-language. Accompanying the reduced
number of syllables are restrictions on their phonotactic structure, and
reductions in the segmental phoneme inventory (such äs the loss of nasals
in many languages of the Lake Plains in Irian Jaya or the loss of the
velar series in Vanimo).
Syllable-tone Systems also appear to be the tone System most likely to
spread to other, previously non-tonal, languages; Weri, a language of the
otherwise toneless Kunimaipa family in South-Eastern Papua New
Guinea, has, in all likelihood, acquired its tonality from contact with the
neighbouring Angan and nearby Chimbu language families, in which
syllable-tone Systems are the norm. The same appears to be the case on
the north side of the highlands, where Biyom Brahman has assumed
tonal characteristics, probably from association with the adjacent Chimbu
languages. It appears that syllable-tone Systems both require areal support, and foster the spread of such Systems in their contact with other
languages.
8.2.

Word-tone Systems

The word-tone style of tonal System varies between Systems that are on
the surface very simple or, through a few systematically simple additions
to the rules that specify tonal assignment, very complex. One of the more
basic Systems specifies a fixed "inflection point" in the word, and the tones
are spread with that point äs a fixed reference point. The first complication
that can arise is that the inflection point becomes mobile, allowing different
surface realisations of the same underlying tonal specification. Cosmetic
changes can be produced by non-phonemic alterations to the pitch of
syllables in certain environments (for example, between the beginning of
the word and the inflection point all syllables take low pitch).
Finally, some of the assigned pitch may be assigned to a point outside
of the word, appearing only when preceding or following inflection is
added, thus reducing the apparent contrast on words in Isolation. Unlike
the syllable-tone and pitch-accent Systems, affixing morphology rarely
preserves its own tone in languages with a word-tone System, most languages either deleting the added accents or (äs is often the case) applying
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various tone sandhi rules, such äs in Kewa and Kairi. By necessity, a
language analysed äs having word-tone is at least partly polysyllabic,
otherwise it would be indistinguishable from the syllable-tone type. As
mentioned, if there is affixing morphology then it is likely that the tone of
that morphology will be subordinate to that of the stem, but there are
also word-tone languages without a great deal of morphology, but with
compounding that allows the scope of the tone to be observed.
Word-tone Systems do not occur in one language in isolation, being
found only in areas already saturated with languages possessing other tone
Systems, such äs is the case with the Engan family in the highlands of
Papua New Guinea, located between the Ok languages and the Chimbu
family, both syllable-tone families, or the Goroka family, surrounded by
the Chimbu, Angan, and Pawaian groups, again all syllable-tone languages.
It seems that word-tone Systems require areal support from other tonal
languages, and without it they change into other Systems.
8.3. Pitch-accen t Systems
Pitch-accent Systems are rarely uncomplicated, often having some limitations on the location of the accent within the word, äs in Marind and
Kombai, or rules affecting automatically the pitch of non-accented syllables, once the accented syllable is assigned, such äs in Isirawa. Two
accents can, in some languages, be found occurring on the same word
due to affixing morphology that carries its own accent, but it is more
usual for the accent to merge with that of the stem. Affixing morphology
and polysyllabic words are the most common correlates of pitch-accent
Systems.
Pitch-accent Systems can occur independently, not requiring the support of nearby tonality in surrounding languages. This is perhaps not
surprising, given the formal similarity between pitch-accent Systems and
stress Systems, and the attested evolution of languages from one System
to the other. Although all of the pitch-accent Systems in the sample are
OV languages, äs predicted by Lehmann (1978; see the summary in Plank
1996), this merely reflects the preference for SOV word order in the
languages of New Guinea, rather than a typological correlation, since
many languages with a stress-accent System also show SOV word order,
äs do many languages with word-tone Systems.
Received: 14 June 1996
Revised: l April 1997
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Throughout this paper I shall refer to "New Guinea". By this term I mean primarily
the island that is divided into Papua New Guinea, in the eastern half, and what is now
the province of Irian Jaya, in Indonesia, in the western half. By extension it can be
taken to include the islands off the coast of mainland New Guinea, and this is the case
with Ma'ya, a language of Salawati, west of New Guinea. What is also included,
however, that is not subsumed under the generally used terms "Papuan" or "nonAustronesian", is the number of Austronesian languages in the area, some of which
(such äs Mör and Yabem) do display tonal phenomena. It is for this reason that the
term "Papuan languages" has not been followed here.
I follow Rose (1988) on the distinction between "pitch", the perceptual quality, and
"fundamental frequency" (F0), a measurable acoustic property.
"Excluding the languages of the üpper Sepik and the Torricelli mountains which are
very diverse, but are beyond the purview of this study" (1991:18).
For more general accounts of Autosegmental Phonology see Goldsmith (1979, 1990)
and McCarthy( 1985).
I have followed the orthography of my sources wherever possible. In some cases, this
has resulted in Orthographie W sequences that actually represent a single syllable (äs
in Fore). The text should in all cases disambiguate between disyllabic and diphthongal
interpretations of W in a particular language. The interested reader is referred to the
original sources for details of orthography.
Healey writes, however, that "the author considers step tönernes carried by each syllable of a morpheme or word more elegant that register tönernes" (1964: 49). A similar
analysis to the one proposed here is found in Lovins (1971).
Using the Chao (1930) 5 point scale, in which l represents the lowest pitch and 5 the
highest pitch.
The bimoraic analysis of some of the syllables is grounded in the long duration that
some of them possess (40 es or more). See Edmondson et al. (1992) for details.
High tone is represented by the accent ('), falling tone by a circumflex Q, and low tone
is unmarked.
Original quote: "als regel kunnen we nl. zeggen dat de woorden altijd de toon hebben
op de laatste [ lettergreep], en dat woorden met de toon op de voorlaatste samengestelde
ofafgeleidezijn."
No example of a Ln pattern was found in the corpus, but due to the difficulties in
hearing this contrast (see May & Loeweke 1965, who initially analyseda Ln combination äs nH, for a discussion on similar difficulties in Fasu) it is likely to emerge with
further analysis.
Underlining indicates checked tones.
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13. These languages havc not been reported from the New Guinea area, but the brevity of
tonal descriptions would obscure the presence of these Systems, if they are present.
14. The conversc is defmitely not true (isolating structure implying tonality), äs languages
such äs Kimaama (also called Kimaghama; Kolopom Island, South-West Irian Jaya)
havc a highly isolating structure without any tonal System, making phonological
dilTerentiation by mcans of a large numbcr of consonant and vowel phonemes, diphthongs, and contrastive nasalisation.
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